Verifiction of contempomry integmted circuits requires accurate modeling of high-frequency.effecrs in all passive component subsystems. Ofien, descriptions of those subsystems are only available in the frequency-damain. In thispaper. wepmpose a simple, scalar; constrained-passive rational appmximalion scheme that incorporates a grid-based test for strict positive realness. In contrast to similar recent work based on convex optimization and the positive real lemma, the met!wdology is potentially more eficient, since it does not intmduce a q d m t i c number of auxil@y variables, is potentially more accurate, since pole locations can be re-adjusted during the optimization, but possibly less reliable, since it relies on the solution of optimization pmblem that are nor convex. Therefore, because of the use of local constmined non-convex oprimization, the genemrion of feasible initial guesses is also considered.
INTRODUCTION '
Full verification of the c o t k t hctionality of some of the complex systems currently being designed, such as RF front-ends, usually requires simulation at various levels including, invariably, timedomain simulation of the system. Unfortunately, it is not a Mvial matter to generate accurate circuit-level models for all the devices or modules used in the design. Nevertheless, such models are necessary for the time domain simulation of larger designs and to account for many of the non-ideal characteristics of the devices or modules. In high-frequency applications in particular, certain devices are usually, and often exclusively, described and studied in the frequency do,main. Devices such as coil inductors, SAW filters, non-ideal transmission lines and high-frequency transistors are commonly described by manufacturers and designers by their frequency dependent scattering parameter or admittance matrices. An attractive approach to modeling such devices in time-domain simulators is the generation of state-space models via rational a p prox@ation. It is necessary that these models accurately represent the original subsystems, Le., that they have frequency responses . . Permission io make digital or hard copies of .all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies an not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear his notiCe and the'full citation on h e hnt page. To copy ofhenvise, to republish. to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permissionanUorafee. . . that match the available data but; they must also possess intrinsic properties similar to those of the physical system that they represent, in particular, passivity. For the purposes of this work we assume as a starting point that frequency domain data describing a subsystem is available, having been obtained either through measurement or through physical simulation. In either case, the available data is sampled, incomplete, noisy, and covers only a finite range of the spectrum. Physically, the data to be approximated corresponds to the impedance or admittance functions of passive linear systems. If only scattering parameter data is available, it can be transformed to the corresponding admittance or impedance. (see I81 for details).
Several algorithms for stable rational approximation exist and can be used for frequency domain identification of stable systems, for example [13, 14, 15. 9, 61 and the references therein. Recently, in [71, a convex programming formulation for the positive real constrained rational approximation problem was presented. In this work, after an initial guess is generated, the denominator of the rational function approximation is kept fixed while the numerator was recalculated in order to improve accuracy while maintaining system properties. This approach was based on a state space formulation of the system and used the Positive Real Lemma [I. 41, and convex optimization techniques [I61 to generate a guaranteed passive interpolant. However, due to ,the introduction of auxiliary variables in the positive real lemma, the high computational cost of this procedure make it inappropriate for approximation with highorder system models. In addition, it assumed a set of poles that was fixed and unchanged in the final optimization stage, where passivity was imposed. In this paper we present a formulation that allows the simultaneous optimization of the numerator and denominator coefficienU of a rational model of a system described in the frequency domain. This task is accomplished by using a different characterization of strictly positive real functions [Z] . This alternative characterization allows us tn replace the matrix inequalities associated with the positive real lemma with a set of simple scalar inequalities evaluated on a grid. Ideally, the size of this grid should vary linearly with the order of the model. merefore, the number of unknowns in the optimization process should grow linearly with the model order instead of quadratically as in [7] . Additionally, since we Fe optimizing both the numerator and denominator coefficients simultaneously, we may be able to achieve higher accuracy with a given order model. However, since the optimization problem is no longer convex, care must be taken with issues such as generation of an appropriate initial guess. In this paper only the scalar, singleinputkingboutput (SISO), formulation will be discussed. However, in Section 2 we present an extension to the main theoretical result in [Z] which may prove promising in extending the algorithm The paper is structured as follows. RrSt, a brief review on passivity and the main theoretical basis for this work. namely the scalar should allow, in the future, the passive constrained approximation algorithm to deal with multivariable systems.
to multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) systems.
A Test for Strict Positive Realness
Let us then restrict our attention to the scalar, single-inpullsingle- From the theorem we can easily see that when the degrees of p(s) and q(s) are not equal, they may only differ by 1. In that case, however, the strict inequalities in (IO) and (9), must be replaced hy non strict inequalities, fork = N.
Theorem 1 underlines a test for positive-realness of a scalar function. The test hinges on the existence and construction of a grid satisfying conditions (5) through (10). In order for there to be a grid where (6) and (8) can be satisfied, it is necessary that the roots of the denominator be in the open left-half plane. This can be verified by noting that, if any root were in the right-half plane then its phase contribution would be -n/2 and (8) would not be satisfied. Moreover, if any root were to lie on the imaginary axis, (6) could not be satisfied because the phase shift at that point would be -6. The same reasoning applies to (5) and (7). which impose that all the roots of the numerator also lie in the open leh-half plane.
Equations (9) In the following subsection. we presenl a lest for the strict posiliverealness of a scalar rational function that requires the evaluauon of a finite set of simple constmnts. This test is the basis for the constrained optimization algorithm presented in Section 3. Although the test and the proposed algorithm are limited lo the Scalar case, an extension of the test IO the multivariable case is proposed and relates the problem of generating a positive-real transfer function into that ofconsuucting a gnd of points satisfying Eqns ( 5 ) to (IO) . Theorem I applles to the scalar case. While we will not provide algorithms for MIMO systems in this paper. we menilon that often scalar positinty conditions can be extended to the MIMO case. as In the following result:
Given an m x m multivariable pmper rational fwrction H(s) and . . Therefore, in principle, a MlMO strict positive realness test can be performed by testing that G(0) is positive and that the scalar rational function g(s) is strictly positive real which can be accomplished applying Theorem I. We stress that while this extension is proposed, the resulting discussion and all the results in this paper refer to the scalar case and are thus based directly on Theorem 1. We include Theorem 2 for its novelty, for completeness and as a direction for further work.
C(s)
=
CONSTRAINED FITTING ALGORITHM
By using Theorem 1, the problem of generating guaranteed passive models for frequency described data can be formulated as an optimization problem. Armed with an appropriate grid generation scheme (presented later in Section 4) and a constrained non-linear optimization solver, a simple algorithm for generating strictly positive. real scalar rational approximations can thus be devised. Since we are solving for both the numerator and denominator coefficients, the optimization problem is not convex and. therefore, care must be taken in order to generate a positive real initial guess. Therefore, the algorithm starts by generating an initial model that is positive real, after which a grid satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 is generated using the algorithm presented in Section 4. The model is then iteratively improved. At each step, the grid is adapted and a constrained optimization problem is solved, minimizing the error between the data and the model at a set of given data points while satisfying ( 5 ) through (IO). The algorithm stops when no further improvement is made. The overall flow of the algorithm is shown as Algorithm I . The issue of initial guess generation is discussed in Section 3.1. The constrained optimization problem is formulated and discussed in Section 3.2. Finally the grid generation and updating algorithm is the subject of Section 4.
Initial Guess Generation
To begin the optimizalion procedure, it is necessary to obtain a feasible initial.guess. This means we must find a (probably not optimal) rational function that satisfies the constraints of Theorem 1. In this work, for purposes of initial-guess generation only, we assume a form that decomposes the rational function into a sum of low-order rational functions, each of which is constrained to be positive-real. By requiring that each rational function be positive real, the approximant is guaranteed to be positive real. For rational functions of low enough order there exist simple algebraic constraints that guarantee their positive realness [IO] . When the rational function is represented as a sum of first and second order rational functions, The reason is that not all positive-real rational functions can be represented as the sum of low-order rational functions, each positivereal. That is in fact a sufficient but not necessary condition for a rational function to be positive-real. A trivial counter-example can be constructed by taking two scalar positive real functions, one larger than the other uniformly in the RHP, and subtracting them. For this reason, algorithms based on summing low-order positivereal functions are always less accurate than algorithms that utilize representations with one-to-one correspondence with the full set of high-order positive-real functions, and may not be able to fit complicated data at all. In the examples in Section 5.1, we will further demonstrate the problems with using such an approach by showing its application to one of the example data sets.
Solving the Optimization Problem
The constrained optimization problem can then be presented as minimize E~E Note that, in order to guarantee that Eqns. (7) and (8) can be satisfied, we explicitly impose that the numerator and denominator polynomials be Hurwitz, i.e. that both p ( s ) and q ( s ) be polynomials with real positive coefficients and roots that are either negative or pairwise conjugate with negative real parts. 
By representing p ( s ) and q(S)
as
A GRID GENERATION ALGORITHM
In this section we present an algorithm that generates a grid satisfying Theorem 1's conditions or proves that none exists, by returning a list of frequency points at which the rational function is not positive real. This algorithm is also used to adapt the grid during the fitting process proposed in Section 3. If the theorem is to hold foi each iteration of the fitting process, it is expected that the grid be adapted to the current model at each step. A grid that is finer, that has more points, than strictly necessary may he used to allow greater freedom at each step and thus reduce the number or need for grid adaptations between optimization steps. The proposed algorithm starls by generating a coarse grid such that Eqns. ( 5 ) through (8) are satisfied. In a second stage, a grid refining algorithm is applied in order to satisfy Eqns. (9) and (IO). .Finally, a grid pmning algorithm that reduces the redundancy in the grid is applied.
Initial Grid Generation
Let r(s) represent a generic order n polynomial with real coefficients. Assuming r(s) is Hurwitz, it is always possible to find a grid such that . . 
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Updating and Rehing the Grid
The grid refining algorithm, which is also used for updating purposes, is required to find a grid satisfying Eqns. ( 5 ) through (IO).
Alternatively the algorithm is required to prove that p ( s ) / q ( s ) is
Algorithm fied. While used in the iterative fitting algorithm, to avoid having to update the grid very often, the threshold nj4 may be reduced. Before proceeding, the value of the rational function is evaluated at the grid points. If the orders of the numerator and denominator are the same and for any k, the rational function is not strictly positive real. If the orders of the numerator and denominator are not the same, they may only differ by one. In these conditions a r g I p ( j w~) / q ( j o~) ] must be either n/2 or -7712. At this point it remains to check if the grid satisfies Eqns. (IO) and (9). If it does, the rational function is proved to be strictly positive real. Otherwise, the grid is adaptively refined until it does satisfy these conditions or (25) occurs.
Since Eqns. (9) The proposed recursive grid refining algorithm may introduce unnecessary points. To illustrate this consider for instance a situation when, while refining the upper half of an interval we obtain another point 61 (in Algorithm 2 this would be the first element of R,jBh) such that the pair formed by 61 and y-1 satisfies (9) and (IO). In this case, o, is not required. Although, it would be possible to check for this condition in the recursive algorithm, it was decided that these points should be removed by applying some simple aposteriori pruning algorithm that should also deal with the redundant points introduced by merging the numerator and denominator grids.
RESULTS
.Accuracy Comparisons
In this section, we apply the proposed algorithm to four real world examples. For all the example systems, and for the purpose of determining and comparing the accuracy of the models obtained, we also applied the algorithm proposed in [7] . based on a convex proerammine formulation for the wsitive real constrained rational ao--proximation. In all cases, with either algorithm, models with a positive real transfer function that closelymatches the tabulated data were obtained. In our implementation the constrained optimization problem in Algorithm 1 is solved by using constr from Matlab's optimization toolbox. In our first example, a model for the y l ,~ parameter of the SMD 3-port filter model F32-680 from TDK was generated. Using the algorithm of [9] , an order 10 numerator and denominator initial approximation was obtained and stabilized. The full optimization and convex formulation algorithms were then applied resulting in two oassive models whose freauencv behavior is disolaved in Fie. 1.
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Again, from observation of'the phase plot it can be seen that the two models are passive. The results in Fig. 1 also show that for this example, the full optimization algorithm generates a more accurate model, as can be seen by comparing the behavior of the models around the lower frequency content of the data. Note that though the two algorithms have large deviations outside the data range, this is acceptable. Because the original data is only specified on a finite frequency range, the only constraint outside that range is that both models be passive, and otherwise the behavior is unspecified. This example validates the use of the full optimization scheme and indicates that by manipulating both the poles and zeros of the system, accuracy improvements in the model can be obtained.
In our next example we computed models for the yI,t parameter of yet another SMD )-port filter model EAEGTC15 from TDK. A proper rational function with a denominator of order thirteen was used to fit the data. Since the resulting rational function was not positive real, a passive model was generated using the initial guess generation process described in section 3.1. The model was then
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. . iteratively improved by using the proposed simultaneous numerator and denominator optimization algorithm. In Fig. 2 it can be seen that the frequency response, including the high frequency details, were accurately modeled and that the model's transfer function is indeed passive. . Again, for this example, the full-approximation algorithm pmduces a more accurate model for the given data and model order. Our third example uses the data set obtained for the YI,I parameter of a SAW filter. The data range spans a very narrow region, about 0.02 of a decade. After normalizing the frequency range, the first data point lies at 0.9536rad s-'. A passive model with an order 18 numerator and denominator was obtained. Since this initial guess was already passive the iterative optimization algorithm proposed in section 3 was used directly to improve the model by simultaneously optimizing the numerator and denominator coefficients while guaranteeing the positive realness of the frequency response.
The model's frequency response in the data range is represented in Fig. 3 . Although it cannot k'observed in the figure, the phase outside the data range stays within the -n/2 to x / 2 range. thus guaranteeing passivity of the model. For this example the models produced with the proposed algorithm and the convex formulationbased algorithm are of similar accuracy.
normalized w Figure 4 Fit of coil inductor's L value a n d Q factor.
For our last example, an s-parameter characterization of a coil inductor was obtained by using a field solver. The data spans several decades, has a resonance, and some high frequency detail, which makes the modeling task challenging. A model with an order 15 denominator and numerator was generated. A positive real initial guess was then generated by keeping the stabilized denominator and recalculating the numerator. Once that task was performed, the positive real model thus obtained was then iteratively improved by simultaneously optimizing the numerator and denominator coefficients as proposed in section 3. In Fig. 4 
On computational efficiency and accuracy
It is quite difficult to talk about the computational cost of applying the proposed algorithm and to compare it to other alternatives, namely the algorithm in [71. The proposed algorithm is based on constructing a grid with a number of points that is linear with the model order. Therefore in theory it has the advantage of being more efficient than the convex programming based approach in [7] where the number of optimization variables grows quadratically with model order. However, the computational cost of the full optimization algorithm, as well as the accuracy of the models, is highly dependent on the initial point used for the optimization.
In contrast, the convex approximation does not depend so critically on the choice of initial point. For the examples shown, the computational cost (measured in CPU time) of both approaches is generally comparable even though in some cases the full optimization method was somewhat faster to generate a model. However, by changing its initial point, it is quite easy to obtain cases where the opposite happens.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a scalar, positive real constrained, rational approximation using Theorem 1 and a grid generation and updating algorithm was proposed and tested using challenging real world examples. It was found that the generated models were indeed positive real and that the quality of the approximations obtained was good.
In comparing the proposed algorithm with the work presented in [7], the algorithm discussed here has the important advantage of allowing the denominator, as well as the numerator, to be adjusted. In some of the example data sets discussed, we have seen this to lead to better overall approximations. However, since it simultaneously optimizes the numerator and denominator coefficients, the algorithm does not share the global convergence and optimality properties associated with the convex programming approach and is thus dependent on the initial point selection. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm may be used to improve the results obtained with the algorithm presented in [71. As future work we intend to address the issue of MIMO positive real rational approximation.
